
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL FEST 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

ANFANG FASCHING UND KARNEVAL 
(um 11.11 Uhram 11. November) 

Can Germany keep its Carnival events small? 

Cologne in 2019: Scenes like this one aren't expected this year 

No unruly partying th is year 

That's why so much energy is being dedicated to going ahead with the Rhenish Carnival, despite the pandemic. The Carnival societies from 

Cologne, Diisseldorf and Aachen have presented their safety concepts to the North Rhine-Westphalia's Health Ministry. They are now being 

analyzed and a decision will be made as to what is possible or not, tal<ing into account the latest developments in daily infections. 

Searching for alternatives 

Many creative ideas are already on the table. In Cologne for example, one suggestion is to replace the Rose Monday parade with a stationar~· 

"train" along which people can walk. 

Other alternatives include window parties, live-streamed Carnival sessions, and smaller Carnival music conceits. The traditional association 

events, which usually have hundreds of people gathering in very smalJ spaces, could take place as usual in large halls but with a smaller 

audience, as is currently allowed for other conceits in Germany. 

In some cases, alternative concepts are already being implemented. For example, the Cologne Carnival society Kajuja, which promotes the 

next generation of Carnival a1t ists by inviting young bands to perform on the major stages every year, has set up a digital platform for its 

funding application process. Bands send in videos to introduce themselves before they are presented to event organizers and booking 

agencies. "It is precisely al lhis time that we have to offer our artists a platform," says Kajuja president Sven Behnke. 

So for now people hope it will be possible to downscale the typically large, alcohol-fueled street events and have smaller gatherings at bars. 

If you ask Carnival fans in Cologne, many of them can imagine celebrating on a smaller scale and would be happy to see the Carnival become a 

little quieter again. Even pub owners are ready to compromise with a "small" carnival and to sacri fice some income. 

Some pub owners say staying open will discourage large outdoor gatherings. '1f the pubs don't open, people will come anyway and celebrate 

on the streets," says Lutz Nagrotzki, operator of a tl"aditional Kolsch pub in Cologne. ''You can't trace the contacts, which would be possible in 

a pub." He supports doing "something small" and applying the necessary safety precautions. 


